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Abstract. With the rise of digital systems in learning scenarios in re-
cent years as learning management systems, massive open online courses,
serious games, and the use of sensors and IoT devices huge amounts of
personal data are generated. In the context of learning analytics, this
data is used to individualize contents and exercises, predict success or
dropout. Based on a meta analysis it is investigated to which extent the
privacy of learners is respected. Our research found that, although sur-
veys have shown that privacy is a concern for learners and critical to
adopt to establish trust in learning analytic solutions, privacy issues are
very rarely addressed in actual learning analytic setups.

Keywords: learning analytics · privacy · educational datamining ·MOOC,
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1 Introduction

Based on the rise of digital systems in learning scenarios, the analysis of learning
results and meta-data, also called learning analytics, is an area of research gain-
ing importance. The society for Learning Analytics defines learning analytics as
“the measurement, collection, analysis, and reporting of data about learners and
their contexts, for purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the
environments in which it occurs”[1].

An overview about the current state of the learning analytic research field
was given by Papamitsiou et al. [22]. According to them, Massive Open On-
line Courses (MOOCs) are leading the field of learning analysis, in addition
traditional learning management systems (LMS) [21], serious games [19] and
sensor-based IoT devices as e.g. stylus [28] are investigated. In this context it is
stated that “At the same time, the discussion about ethics and privacy in learn-
ing analytics is not new, and is also well-grounded in theoretical frameworks,
however, those frameworks are still external to the core of the field itself.” [22].

In this paper, a meta-analysis of research in the area of learning analytics is
presented. There the consideration of privacy is investigated in the context of
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usage groups, technologies, and intended users. To this aim user studies, tech-
nology proposals, discussion papers, and case studies are investigated. Based on
this analysis a privacy risk classification is proposed.

2 Background

A huge motivation for using learning analytics is to predict the success rate of
students and to identify students at risk. To this aim besides data of MOOCs and
LMS such as log-in time, log-in frequency, or video pause behavior also historical
performances and demographics [3, 24] are used. Moreover, even biometric sensor
data were used to analyze students learning performance [28]. In addition to
MOOCs, digital serious games are commonly used to analyze students’ behavior
when confronted with new tasks. For example, Kaeser and Schwartz let students
predict the outcome of a digital tug of war game and trained a neural network to
group them into clusters according to their learning behavior [19]. The prediction
of drop out rates is not only limited to education in schools or universities.
Companies, such as Udacity, had also developed methods to analyze enrolled
participants at risk. For example, Udacity’s researchers Kim et al. developed a
deep neural network to identify enrolled participants at risk of failing to complete
a course [17].

Learning analytics is already used since several years especially based on
existing LMS data. Arnold and Pistilli described a learning analytic solution to
predict student’s success based on interactions within the Purdue university’s
learning management system and other sources such as demographic data and
historical performance[3]. They used a proprietary algorithm to compute a signal
light feedback for the students and focused more on the behavior change of the
students at risk. In contrast, Pelaez et al. [24] used machine learning to identify
subgroups of students at risk enrolled in the Introductory Psychology course at
the San Diego state university. Their goal was to enable the administration to
further support this specific sub-groups.

3 Related Work

An overview about the current state of the learning analytic research field was
given by Papamitsiou et al. [22]. They analyzed 627 publications, which were
published between 2011 and 2019 at the Learning Analytic and Knowledge Con-
ference and the Journal of Learning Analytics, extracted key-terms from these
publications manually as well as by statistic analysis, grouped them into 14
clusters, each representing a research theme or sub-field, and sorted these into
4 categories. According to this analysis, MOOCs are leading the field of learn-
ing analysis, while ”At the same time, the discussion about ethics and privacy
in learning analytics is not new, and is also well-grounded in theoretical frame-
works, however, those frameworks are still external to the core of the field itself.”
[22].
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In addition to the Learning Analytics and Knowledge Conference, the Edu-
cational Data Mining conference is an popular venue for data driven education.
Chen et al. analyzed and compared both of them [7]. Beside different other prop-
erties, they extracted the eleven most common topics on both conferences. The
”Predictive and Descriptive Analytics” topic is at the top of their list, while
privacy is none of the top eleven topics.

Privacy issues in learning analytics research are for example incorporated in
interviews and questionnaires for students and other stakeholders. For example,
Whitelock-Wainwright et al. asked in a survey more than 2000 students in three
countries about their expectations of learning analytics, including their privacy
concerns [29]. According to them: ”From a student perspective, we can see that,
on average, they have strong ideal expectations towards the university ensuring
all data remain secure or controlling the access from third party companies.
However, responses to the predicted expectation scale show students’ beliefs to
not be as”. Tsai et al. identified, that an ethics and privacy framework, including
anonymity, is key to ensure that students feel comfortable while sharing their
data for learning analytics purposes [27]. Approaches to give institutions support
to introduce learning analytic solutions had been made as well [8, 14].

Moreover, Drachsler et al. proposed a checklist for trusted learning analytics
in order to help institutions to implement learning analytics with privacy con-
cerns in mind [10]. They conclude that ethics and privacy concerns should be
on the same level as functional requirements. Others such as Siemens and Pardo
analysed similar privacy issues [23]. However, reports of common practices in
higher education show that privacy and ethics are rarely considered sufficiently
in concrete learning scenarios [12].

4 Methodology

To investigate the consideration of privacy in the field of learning analytics a
broad variety of publications as user studies, technology proposals, discussion
papers, case studies are taken into account. We identified relevant literature
mainly by two different approaches. First by searching based on corresponding
search terms such as ”learning analytic privacy study”, ”empirical learning an-
alytic” on scientific search engines and databases, such as Google scholar and
IEEE Xplore. The second approach was to consider proceedings from relevant
conferences, i.e. the LAK conference and the EDM conference. In addition, pa-
pers identified by these two approaches were used as a starting point for further
research via considering references.
For publications, selected in this first phase, the following criteria were evalu-
ated. To this aim, we define the terms participants and audience. Participants
are persons, which participate in a study and whose data are collected, while au-
dience are people, which are addressed as the intended audience by the aim of the
study. In the following, the criteria of the intended classification are explained.

Participant type

This criterion describes which type of persons participates mainly in the
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study. For example typical types of participants are k12 pupil (learners from
primary to secondary education) or students enrolled in courses at a univer-
sity.

Number of participants

This criterion describes how many participants were investigated in the
study. In the context of studies participants could be people, participating
in a lab study, students enrolled in a online course, which will be analysed
by the study or someone answering questions in a survey.

Target audiance

As described above we distinguish the terms participant and target audi-
ence. This could be the same type as the participants or a different group. A
study which investigates how MOOC users interact with the system in order
to develop a traffic light warning system for future MOOC users, the tar-
get audience and the participant types match, both would be MOOC user.
Though, the individual participants, whose data are used to develop such a
system, might not benefit from this system as they probably already finished
their MOOC. If in a similar study a system collects data from a class of k12
pupil and warns the corresponding teacher, the target audience would be
teachers, while the type of participant would be pupil.

Feedback type

This describes if a study contains a feedback system and how this feedback
is provided, for example a traffic light system to warn MOOC users, that
they are at risk to fail the course. The feedback system is always based on
the participants data.

Context

This criterion describes in which context the participants contribute to a
study. In the case of students using their university LMS to solve home work
excises, which data is collected and used in context of a study, the context
would be the LMS. It is not necessarily the case, that participants are aware,
that they or their data contribute to a study, i.e. a learning analytics sce-
nario. A typical example, when participants are not aware that their data
is used in the context of a study are demographic data of enrolled students.
We chose to integrate this criterion as transparency is an important privacy
requirement and privacy concerns of participants might be influenced if they
know that they contribute to a study or not.

Data source type

This criterion describes which type of data is used in the study. Typical
data sources are LMS interactions such as login frequency, video playback
behaviour or the output data of various biosensors attached to participants
in a lab study. Another example of data source types are answers to a survey
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or demographic data.

Processing

This describes which methods are used to evaluate and analyse the collected
data. A typical processing method is frequency analysis for surveys or ma-
chine learning methods such as deep neural networks.

Aim

The aim criteria describes, what the study should achieve for the target au-
dience. For example giving the administration at a university guidance how
to implement learning analytics into their institution.

Privacy

This criterion describes if and to what extent privacy is considered in the
investigated research. A survey with questionnaires regarding privacy con-
cerns or security perceptions of participants is an example, which should be
identified by this criterion. Another typical example is if the study design in-
corporated privacy concerns upfront or if they evaluate privacy implications
only afterwards based on the developed system.

In the second stage, these criteria were used to analyze the selected publication
from our first stage and identify relevant publications. As we are interested in
studies which actually interact with participants or are at least are addressed
to a specific audience like the educational administration, publications which
only presented technical solution, but had not tested them with participants
were excluded. Additionally, publications that do not provide information about
their target audience or aim, were excluded. As learning analytic is an emerging
and adapting topic, publications published before 2012 were not considered. The
extant publications form our final pool of publications. Based on these, we used
the criteria to identify clusters within our pool of publications. Our findings will
be described in the following section.

5 Analysis

Based on the proposed criteria in the methodology section we identified 23 re-
search publications, which will be analyzed in this section. First, a brief overview
of the publications is given grouped by different contexts. Afterward, other cri-
teria will be analyzed. Finally, relations between publications will be described
and clusters of publications will be identified and analysed.

5.1 Overview of Search Results

To gain a better understanding of the search results, for every context example
publications are in the following summarized.

In the biosensor context, different approaches are investigated to attach ex-
isting commercial level sensors to learners measuring their body’s signals and
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Table 1. Pool of publications
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determining how they feel, while participating in paper equivalent exercises [25].
The identified publications in this context exclusively use students as participant
type but could be applied to any kind of learner as well. As every participant
needs to be attached to these sensors, the amount of participants is relatively
low, compared to other contexts.

Publications from a serious game context let participants play specially de-
signed games and analyze their behavior doing so. In our pool of publications,
different kinds of serious games are considered. Some are designed like video
games where participants need to solve multiple levels to succeed, others are
designed to simulate business interactions, where a group of participants needs
to decide how a fictive company should adjust its strategy [16, 15]. Typically, se-
rious games designed like video games had k12 pupils as the type of participants
while serious games designed as simulations focused on students as participants.

In addition to that, we identified publications with the context guides and

surveys which aim to give educational administration support to implement and
understand learning analytic solutions. While surveys have students as partici-
pants, guides do not have participants [26, 27]. Hence for this type of publication,
not all criteria could be applied.

LMSs is the most common context in our pool of publications. Publications
in this context use different existing data sources such as grade books or demo-
graphic data to further understand the learning process of the learners, predict
their performance, or determine groups at risk [24]. They almost exclusively have
students as participants and tend to target teachers as an audience.

Finally, we identified the context of MOOCs which is the second commonest
context in our pool. Publications in this context revolve around different types
of participants, which participate in full virtual courses. Their behavior such as
the time they read a text or answer a quiz is analyzed [17]. These publications
focus on adult users, either students or general participants. Moreover, they are
the only ones that do target general participants at all. Besides students, these
general participants take part in courses e.g. for general training purposes.

5.2 Analysis of Criteria

The general findings for each criterion from the methodology section summa-
rized as a starting point of the analyses followed by a thorough investigation of
relations and correlations between different publications.

Participant type

Publications usually had exactly one type of participant. We choose to term
k12 pupil as pupil, students enrolled in universities as students, and par-
ticipants in a MOOCs, which are not exclusively for students enrolled at a
university or pupil, as general participants. The most common type of par-
ticipant is students. This is in line with our expectations, as students are
usually of legal age (not minors), therefore it is easier to integrate them
into studies. Moreover, compared to regular MOOC users, universities al-
ready collect different demographic data by enrollment. This forms a solid
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research basis of data and legal factors.

Number of paricipants

The number of participants varies widely, from 6 participants in a biosensor
based lab study to over 10000 participants in a MOOC based study. How-
ever, even within the same type of context, the number of participants varies
widely. For example, in the context of LMS, the number of participants varies
from about 100 to over 3000 participants.

Target audiance

We observed, that the type of participants and the target audience differ in
most publications. Moreover, our research has identified, that typically dif-
ferent types of teachers are targeted, for example, teachers for k12 pupils and
teachers at universities. As all the different types of teachers mainly have the
task to help learners achieving their individual learning targets, we choose
to summarize K12, university, and MOOC teachers as teachers in general.
Other target audiences that occur, are pupils, students, and general users,
which are matching the participant types. Additionally, two other target au-
diences occurred, education administration and research.

Feedback type

Our research has found, that the usual type of feedback is either to inform
the according type of participant or the according teacher or to deliver no
direct feedback at all. It should be noted, that most publications only re-
ported their findings, but did not take the extra step to develop a feedback
system or inform at least the participants.

Context

Different contexts could be identified by our research. We summarized in-
teraction within any kind of LMS such as forum posts, day, and time of
exercise download or submission behaviour as LMS context. Different kinds
of biosensors, such as eye trackers, heartbeat detectors, or stylus pressure,
are also summarized as biosensors. In addition to them MOOCs, surveys,
and serious games also occurred as the context of publications.

Data source type

Different data sources had been found. We observed an obvious correlation
between the data source type and the context of the study. Studies within the
context MOOC, mostly had different kinds of MOOC related data sources
such as clickstreams, while publications within the context of serious games
had very game-specific data sources. Although plenty of data sources, in-
cluding sensitive data such as past grades and biosignals, are used in the
pool of publications, data minimization approaches could not be identified.

Prosessing

Our research has identified different approaches concerning machine learn-
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ing, such as neural networks and latent class trees [19, 17, 24]. However,
we termed every machine learning approach and even linear regression as
machine learning. Besides machine learning, the most common processing
method were different statistic methods such as frequency analysis for the
evaluation of surveys, which we termed as statistical analysis.

Aim

The aim of the publications varies as well. Some papers aim to understand
participant expectations for learning analytic systems, others want to un-
derstand how participants learn or predict various aspects of their learning
outcome, such as grades or their risk to fail a certain course. Though some
publications aim to understand learning, this aim is limited to understand-
ing certain easy to measure factors of this complex system.

Privacy

We observed, that privacy is rarely addressed in our pool of publications.
Some surveys tackle privacy concerns in order to give guidance on how to im-
plement learning analytics or by questionnaires in a survey but the majority
do not concern them at all.

Fig. 1. Visualization of our pool of publications. The numbers refer to the entry in
table 1
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An overview of our pool of publications and their according criteria is visualized
in Figure 1. The target audience and the aim are important criteria with mul-
tiple values, therefore we choose them as axis values for our visualization. They
give a good overview of our pool of publications. We encoded our additional
criteria by additional shapes or symbols. Therefore every study has a shape,
which determines the processing criteria, whereas the size of the shape is used
to visualize the number of participants. Additionally, every study can have three
additional symbols. The left symbol determines the participant type, while the
right symbol determines the context criterion. Finally, every study can have ei-
ther a hollow or a solid lock symbol, representing low or respective high privacy
concerns. The lock is not present if the study does not concern privacy at all.

Relations between different criteria could be identified and will be described
in the following. We observed first of all typical relations between the type of
participants and the target audience. In general, the type of participant and the
target audience of a study are different. Although the main participant type of
publications is students, they are almost never the target audience. This is true
across all aims. To a lesser degree, the same is true for pupil, if they are the type
of participants, mostly the teacher is the according target audience for them.
However, in one of three publications, they are also their own target audience
and therefore this is much more common compared to the student participant
group. In contrast to that, if general users are participants in a study, they
usually are the target audience as well.
Overall, teachers and the education administration are the most common target
audience, while the combined group of actual learners, in the different contexts,
are a less common target group. Therefore we identified an imbalance between
the group of learners as participants, which contribute with their data, and the
according target group. In most publications, the group of learners does not
receive any feedback nor are they the target group.

Also, a strong relation between the aim criterion and the target audience
criterion was observed. Many aims are exclusive for a certain target audience,
such as How to implement LA and understand expectations. In contrast, we
observed, that aims that are involved in the prediction of learners’ performance
such as predict grades and drop out are spread through multiple target audiences.
Another observation is, that the education administrative target group is the
group with the most differentiated aims.

The processing method is spread through different aims. However, we ob-
served, a relation between machine learning-based processing and aims, that
resolve around drop out of students. Almost any study that aims to understand
drop out, discover groups at risk or determine drop out uses machine learning
approaches to process the collected data. In contrast, aims such as How to im-

plement LA and understand expectations obviously never uses machine learning
processing methods.

Finally, relations between the context and privacy concerns have been ob-
served. Whenever the context is either guide or survey high privacy concerns
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have been considered. In contrast, no privacy concerns have been taken into
account in any other aims.

5.3 Proposed Clusters based on Analysis

Beyond relations between different criteria, we were able to identify major cluster
of publications, which share multiple relations with each other. These clusters
will be described in the following.

Fig. 2. Cluster of publications using machine learning to determine learners perfor-
mance

The first major cluster of publications is shown in figure 2. Publications
within this group target every type of audience involved in the actual learning
process. They aim to predict the learners’ performance and using machine learn-
ing as processing method. Even though the prediction of a learner’s performance
might influence the perception of the learners’ real performance, especially by
his teacher, the actual process of how the machine learning processing method
determines this prediction is not transparent to the learners’ nor their teachers’.
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Even though they use sensitive data such as past grades, none of these publi-
cations even address privacy issues at all. The next group is shown in figure 3.

Fig. 3. Cluster of publications with a highly diverse target audience

We identified that drop out is a major aim across all types of target audience
involved in the actual learning process. In contrast, most other aims are limited
to a single target audience. Moreover, a mix of different contexts appears in this
cluster. Though every type of participant appears in this cluster privacy is never
concerned.
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Fig. 4. Cluster of publications with high privacy concerns

Our last clusters contain publications with high privacy considered, as shown
in figure 4. We identified that privacy is mainly addressed with surveys and
guides, the target audience is education administration. Therefore the group
of learners is not targeted whenever privacy is a high concern. Moreover, the
contest of privacy concerning publications is almost exclusively limited to guides
and surveys.

5.4 Privacy Risks

We observed that privacy is rarely concerned in the pool of publications. There-
fore, in this section, we will further describe privacy threats in learning analytic
systems and briefly outline measurements for them. To this aim, we will follow
the six privacy protection goals to analyse learning analytic systems [13].

Confidentiality

The observed publications describe a broad variety of contexts and therefore
plenty of different data is collected in the learning analytic scenarios. In ad-
dition to regular personal data such as name, address, and so on, proposed
learning analytic systems also collect very sensitive data such as learning
performance and grades. Moreover investigated systems also track detailed
data from log-in times and patterns to learning behaviours such as the video
playback behaviour [17]. This makes the learners transparent, as very in-
dividual behaviours such as how the learner engages with the material are
tracked. Moreover, contexts such as the biosensor context even track physical
feats, for example, heartbeat rate [28]. Therefore the confidentiality of this
data is especially important and should be limited to authorized stakehold-
ers such as the according teacher. To achieve this goal different established
solutions could be used. From a privacy model and its strict implementation
of rules, roles and responsibility to data protection by encryption with well
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established cryptographic encryption schemes such as AES and ChaCha20 in
combination with digital signature algorithm on elliptic curves like Ed25519
to prevent unauthorized interactions [9, 4, 5]. Although solutions exist the
observed publications do not mention if or how confidentiality is achieved.

Integrity

Data from learning analytic systems or in general learning contexts are of-
ten intertwined with grades and in the long run with graduation. There-
fore it is necessary that such sensitive data is integrous and not altered by
unauthorized stakeholders and at least alternations should be documented
and logged. This is not only true for grades but also for the fundamental
data which leads to that grade, such as engagement with learning material
and submissions. Unintended or malicious alternations of learners’ data such
as grades, or enrolled courses could lead to serious difficulties for example
falsely missing requirements for graduation. Similar to confidentiality, in-
tegrity could be provided by established cryptographic solutions, but, also
similar, our pool of publications does not mention if or how they tackle in-
tegrity as a goal for their proposed systems [5].

Availability

As data intertwined with grades and graduation stays relevant for a rela-
tively long time, often the learners’ whole lifetime, it should be assured that
key data from learning analytic systems are available for the same time.
However, in most scenarios, the data availability is not very time crucial
and other goals such as confidentiality are more important and therefore
should have priority. However, availability could fairly easily be introduced,
even into existing solutions, by the redundancy of according data and offline
backup solutions.

Transparency

In the observed learning analytic publications, it is not transparent for the
learner who has actual access to their data and who might get access in the
future. This is especially true in complex relationships, for example, who
is actually reading and correcting submissions into a MOOC? The actual
teacher which was recorded for the video material, the support staff, or even
an algorithm? Therefore it is necessary to inform the learners up front, who
has or will become accessible to what kind of data in an understandable
way. Moreover, in contrast to our observations, learning analytic systems
shall also target the actual learners as the target audience. Privacy notifica-
tions can be one way to raise the learners’ awareness about their data usage
and provide them transparent information, like who accessed which data [20].

Unlinkability

While learners are interested in a transparent understanding of how their
data is processed, it is also necessary to hinder others to link different data
about the learner. In scenarios that involve real-world interactions between
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learners and teachers, a teacher could link individual learners with additional
data, such as social media profiles. Therefore, unlinkability is very limited in
these scenarios, as it is in non-digital classroom scenarios. In other learning
scenarios, for example, MOOC’s without real-world interactions, techniques
such as data minimisation and pseudonymisation could be used and are pro-
posed in some publications [6]. Nevertheless, the risk of reidentification is
always present because of the amount and detail of data [18].
Especially in conjunction with machine learning approaches more sophisti-
cated solutions are needed since usually a huge amount of data from LMS is
used. To this aim, privacy-preserving machine learning is important, encom-
passing methods such as homomorphic encryption and differential privacy
[2, 11]. Though we observed different publications that process data with
machine learning methods such solutions have not to be mentioned

Intervenability

As the processed data consists of highly sensitive data, which is often stored
for a long time, the Intervenability of learners should be taken into account
as well. A learner should be able to intervene in every stage of the learning
analytic system. From mistakenly clicked answers to the grading of submis-
sions and the conclusions of the learning analytic system. However in order
to intervene transparency is necessary. Though, our observed publications of-
ten target other stakeholders such as the teacher or education administration
and only present them with the conclusions of the system. Therefore learn-
ers do not even know the conclusions of learning analytic systems, therefore
they are unable to intervene in case of faulty data, such as wrongly calcu-
lated grades.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

In general learning, analytics has a huge potential in digital learning scenarios
and the use of such approaches is gaining importance. On the other hand stu-
dents’ interaction with such systems provides a huge amount of personal data
and at the moment privacy is rarely adequately considered.

Our study revealed that privacy issues are mostly addressed in surveys or
guides, but very rarely in actual learning analytic implementations. Moreover,
data usage is not transparent.

Trustfulness and privacy are key factors to successfully implemented ac-
cepted learning analytic systems [10, 23]. Therefore holistic systems, which al-
ready tackle privacy concerns in the preferable participatory, design process,
are needed. Even though surveys and guides for the education administration
are a first step to design privacy-preserving learning analytic systems, all in the
learning process involved parties and their concerns need to be address by such
systems to unfold the potential slumbering inside learning analytics. Moreover,
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participants should always be considered as, at least secondary, audiences in or-
der to make transparent, what happened to their data and to let them know the
results.

Although pseudonymization techniques to ensure privacy is widely used in
different scenarios [6], it has been shown, that pseudonymization or even minimal
data collection techniques can be overcome, thus leading to reidentification [18].
Therefore more sophisticated approaches from the privacy and security commu-
nity have to be included into learning analytic systems. Moreover cultural, so-
cial, political, and ethical considerations should be included in interdisciplinary
projects. This is especially true, as different machine learning approaches are
gaining attention within the learning analytic community in recent years. As
they mostly operate on private data and pseudonymization is prone to fail, so-
lutions for this dilemma must be found. Privacy-preserving machine learning is,
among others, an approach to build learning analytic systems with privacy by
design, which could solve this dilemma.
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